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448 T¡rE vERNoN-HARcouRT LEcruRE 1960-61
MONTAGU ON IRRIGATION PROJECTS FOR ARID AREAS

The anticipated revenue for project pulposes is therefore based on the anti-
cipated cropping and a tentative scale of charges per acre, determined by the
assessmen,t system adopted, A 5/" dedÚction is usually made to cover shortage
due to failu¡es.

The raiJway, posts, telegraph and telephone, and other i.commercial" 
depart_

ments will forecast thei¡ revenues in accordance with thei¡ own ¡ules.
revenue of the State, rvill
It is the duty of the fi¡ance

m the Colony, and to report

The final project report aod financial estimate is usually a considerable
vol'me, replete with maps, plans, tables, and graphs, and emb¡aces all the esti-
mates by the interested departments, If the project is shown to be remunerative,
there should be no doubt about sanction.

CoNcr,usloN

As design progresses, it will previous assumptions and
modify decisions. Patience a d to ¡e¿ch the ðonclusion
in the form of a coherent and

Yet another quality is essential to success. The engineers must have a robust
faith iD the undertaking. Even the most successful irrigation schemes have met
with uni¡structed, interested, or even perverted criticism which can only be met
by meticulous care at every stage of preparation of the project.
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these experiments certain aerodynamic coefficients, such as the coefficients ofpressure and drag, were found which re assumed to appry to the model andIts prototype informarion o..-l"d to 

-îãrcunt, 
ti,"pressures was design wind velocity,;. Álncl neitherthe maximum the effects or-r"ãã,."'g,irt.-.oul¿ ¡"predicted with

rousethehiglrestinstanø3gouq*r":i",ff;:.å'."Jfi:;it::fiï*!i,ïåií;
Th-is, it was believed, would at l."st ¡ei-.o"iàrvative estimate.

3

whi
allo

ger.

were found to decrease with heigtrt
Deacons in 1955, who investigated a

fails to take account of the
capable of predicting either
structure or the Iikelihood

r The refe¡ences are given on p. 471
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ofsuch an event occurring. For flexibre structures such as ta'towers and long_ rlspan bridges, this courd be a source of serious dynamic ,ii.., À."ginc¿tionriwhich no theory based on purely statical 

"s.ì-ptio.r, could ailow for.-------'-"ii7. Parallel to these investigations
problem were under review. The in
example, was studied by engineers
were reflected in the wind_load req
tice of basing design wind velocitiei
this was an average or instantane
pointed out, made no allowance for
and placed too much reliance on the i
one isolated occasion when the severest

the chosen
the
for telY sm

8. However, in discussions of both
and the estimation òf extreme wind vel

9. As this discussion suggests, most of these earrier deveropments in theformularion of wind roads rvJe .óo"..o.J*ül tn. o,"t"o.ái"iìãåïî.ä .r,-*tological aspects of the probrem. The terms ãii.r...n.. were stilr the tradirionalones. That is to say th.e aim was to represenr the turbuleni g".,rïiîà Uy ",equivalent steady verocity which could'then-te translated iito t¡"'p..r.u..,
:i$xiï 

a srructure bv means of simpre winã-tunner moder tests inî steady

10. Although it has been generalry assumed that scale effects are negrigibrefor the bluff, unstreamrined shaper- rtri.r, 
".. representative of most civilengineering structures, it is worth while tr

exactly the reverse may be true. Since
flow in the earth's boundary layer, distur independentof the Reynolds number of the roughless praced in it.lThis principle has been clearly illustrated experiments
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important therefore is to main-
this is governed by the so-called
des that the correct model law
test be to the same scale as the

. 11. commenting on the considerabre number of wind-tunnel tests which havebeen carried out over the per.iod of years, Jensen observes:

12. In fact the results of the two or th¡ee ful-scale tests which had beenconducted were generaily at variance with wind-tunn.r t.ri. i.." Ëîi'rcyr, lntt.Rathbuns, 1940; Kameie, 1955).

Jaw is used, wind-tunnel tests

etermineå3åi:,î""iåiii:Håi.iïå-
the structure or the turburence in the -,å',liä;i,ior,o;ffi:Î: ?ilLtiii:'"ï"ï:Twind over the significant part o[ the spectrum.

14. This discussion has so far attempted to summarize the developments thathave taken piace in the approach to the wind-toading probrÃ.--sãï"i"r gup,still appear to exist in the chain.of,reasoning whereby predictions of the distresscaused i¡ a structure by the wind u.. -ud-'" from generar i¡formation on theclimate and nature of the wind. partry, this has 
-been ¿* to-" i^.t or tn"necessary basic information and partly to the intractable metrro¿s usJ-ìo solvesome aspe effects of gusts for instance. ln u¿ãiiiån,important the effectJ of grounJ i"ìgt".r. ìnd thepossibitirie ss magnificatio.ri.u" 

"";;Ë;;1",ä¿ io..
he various aspects of the problem intot the data needed to apply it. Tbe
the stationary time seriei which have

damage to a structure owing to high win
ce of th
number
or repa
themse

represent "proof" or ',ultimate', Ioads, that
Hornett, 1950). In practice the desirable I
mined by reference to structures alread
satisfactory history of serviceabilitv and
which are believed by engiaeers to Ue .,

the statistical approach are that it is reali
are desiped to a consistent standard of safety.
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Tse nespoNsr oF AN ELAsrrc srRUcruRE To A cusry rù/rND

""lu;..å,å:Ï;:1tJåí::ït* 
ror the resistance or an object to a flow which is

&: !p.Co.v, Iv,l+cnp+ # (l)
where R, = force Þer unit a_rea on the object at time ,;v, = uetocity of the fluid;i ;ñ"";1"',p = fluid density; ---'- ''

D : diamerer of íhe object;

. 
Ao = a reference area for the virtual .ur, (*.n.ru lly !+\ ,Co=coefficientofdrag; \- ' 41,
Ç, = coefficient of virtuîr mass (inciuding what is known as the additionalor associated mass coefficient).

. 17. The right-hand sid,
is-the fami.liaiexpression I o terms, the first of which
of the velocity. 'The secc rtional to the square

associated with the
er term has seldom been

ses where the wind may
in tornadoes and shaii
dyayevsky and Belotser-

rs:,,ff*cff+r."-.R, 
e)where Y, = deflexion of the system at time r;m = mass of the system;c = velociry-damping cóefficient:and È : sprins stift-nesslioáã;;;;Ti, deffexion).

The re
pletely t9 any given input velocity ( 4) is now com_
of flow nd (2). The solutions r"itíà Járti""JJ typ.,

(a), FIow with periodic fluctuationt9' consider fi¡st itre simpre case in which the fl w consists of a mean

f Deflexionl
+ { Srrcs¡"t

( Accelerarons

VelÞc¡!/ +

Frc. l.-R¡spoNsE oF sIMr r-i
¡LE STRUCTURE TO FLUID FLOW

Res¡r(ånce +
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velocity, V, with a superimposed sinusoidal fluctuation of amplitude u (small
compared to 7) and frequency n. That is:

/,,\
v,: l\1+!osinz,nt)- (3)

20. Since u/Zis small so that terms involving u2 are negligible, equation (1)
for .R, is linear i¡ u. Before solving this equation, however, it is necessary to
make some comments about the values of Cpald C- appropriate to this type
of flow.

21. It was found in one or two simple experiments by Davenportl3 in 1960
that, although the drag coemcient associated with the mean flow always remains
effectively constant at its steady flow, denoted by C¿(0), the coefficients (both
of drag and virtual mass) appertaining to the fluctuating part shorv a dependence

on the dimensionless Þuru "t"r,Ç. This is not surprising since the drag is

closely linked to the eddy-shedding in the wake of the object which is governed
by the same parameter. The parameter is sometimes referred to as the reduced
frequency and in the Paper will be denoted by 6. Typical relations (for an
infinite flat plate) between the fluctuation drag and virtual mass coefficients,
C¿(É) and C^(Ð, ard 6 are shown in Fig. 2.

22. Using this information, the solution to equation (1) can now be written:
2uÀ¡:l?

where ,R = lp.Cp(O).V2

ro=f¿¡_l W

1+
^o l/ sn(2rnt+À) (4)
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and *": ' -" "' 'ð;,ej' '-'" '"' (Ð

With this value for -R,, the solution to equation (2) becomes:

Y, : ?lr*r".r,.']'sin (2.nr+À,+À.)l (O
L "-"'v J

rvhere f : .R/k

À,=r¿n-,(Ð 4;, ì'

ro = the natural frequency of the system : *l *

ô : logarithmic damping decrement :'"f

and x. : (il -(nlno\,2j2*(òlr)2(nlns)2)-I (7)

ftr) is commonly termed the mechanical magnification factor for the systemr

bi ãnalogv (xJ, will be termed the aerodynamic magnification factor'

distribution function, frequency function, etc.) will be defined by certain mean

moment values which for the wind velocity are given by:
1rr

vr : +l v,i,dt (8)
tJ0

where ?", the duration of the record, is large.
25. Éortuirately, it is now fairly well established that velocities in the wind

are distributed according to the familiar "normal" or Gaussian law, for which
the frequency function is:

fu).dv = | ,-o.s*' .¿" (9)
\/ 2t¡

and the distribution lunction is:

F(V\ : -L It e-x2tz.dxl2n) -æ

I

I

i
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where (v- v).:ã' (10)

and "@: lVrz4VY (11)

ø(u) is known as the standard deviation and o2(u) as the variance.
26. Evidently, in this case all that is required to defihè the statistical distri-

bution is a knowledge of the mean velocity, V, and the mean square velocity, Vz
(or the variance oz(u)). To find these, it is necessary to refer to the original
record of the wind velocity. No matter horv irregular this may be, it can ahvays

be broken down by Fourier analysis into a series of harmonic sine and cosine
terrns-or alternatively sine terms involving a phase angle-as follows:

v, : vlt *2'r,^ 1z,i lr+ e¡t]
j:t

(In this form the expression is now similar to that used in the previous example
of periodic flow.)

27. If ?', the duration of the record, is increased so that the interval between

consecutive fiequencies becomes indefinitely small, the summation becomes

continuous and may be replaced by an integral. That is:

v' = 
'l'.tfia(n) 

sin ñ*TT'o'] 02)

where r¡ : the frequency
and a(n) : '¿ coefficient having units of velocity per unit frequency.
For this sequence the mean velocity is clearly, 17, and the mean square velocity:

F,z = vz+ f* û9)..¿n . (r3)' Jo ¿

R'rbou(hin¡k/ po!ent'àl now v¿¡ùe
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28. The important quantity ff *l be denoted by S(n), and is the spec-

trum (or power spectral density) of the gustiness and defines the variation of the

mean square intensity of the velocity fluctuations with frequency.
29. According to equations (1 l) and (13) the variance of the ffuctuations is

now given by:
r6sz@):l s(r),¿r. (14)

' J0

deflexion is also iinear. Consequently, the distributions of velocity, resistance,

and deflexion may be assumed similar. Since the velocity distribution is already

known to be Gaussian it follows that the resistance and deflexion are also

Gaussian.
3 L By direct analogy with the previous results for periodic flow (see equation

(4)), the mean resistance and its standard deviation are respectively:

n: Ip.CDQ).72 '\

and o(rR) : n[J- tx,rot' # ,r]'
Similarly the mean deflexion and its standard deviation (cf. eqi¡ation (5)) are:

Y=Rlk

and o(Y) : r[J- tr,t' lxs'p'ar]+ . (1o

32. Equations (15) and (16) completely specify the statistical distributions

of the resistaBce and the deflexion in terms of the mean wind velocity Z and the

spectrum .S(n) (or S(f)) of the gustiness. The next section is devoted to a
discussion of these quaDtities.

33. It should not be assumed that the aerodynamic magnücation Xo is

necessariìy the same as that given in equation (5), which referred to a uniformly
fluctuati::g flow in which the velocity varied oniy with time. If the random

fluctuatioÁs are turbulent the velocity is also space-dependent, whicb implies

that the fluctuations at different points in the flow differ in phase and in the

extert to which their relationship is random. when the size of the body

and the flow it disturbs are small compared with the wavelength of the
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Pnop¡nræs oF THr wTND

eitisse
kaowing
of gusti

Ott14, 15,

eeds

. (17)

Suggested
e 1. The
in Fig. 3.
be about

T¡'NTE I._INT¿U¡NCE OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON PÄ,R,^METERS RELÄTING TO WIND
STRUCTURE NEAR TI{E GROUND

Type of surface Power law
expoDent

u

Drag
coefficient

K
G)

(b)

(c)

0.005

0.015

0'050

Te¡¡ain with b_jects: e.g. cen rybroken coun d--
breaks of tall

G¡adient
height

z6

0.1 6 900

0.28 1,300

0.¿n 1,700
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G¡¡drenr wind 
-lOO

-77

-6t

G¡¿drenr wi¡d -lOO

P(n - e-"-Y

Gr¡drent wind

-91

FIC. 3'_V¡R'IATION OF MÊAN IVIND VELOCITY PROFILE WTTH SURFACE ROUGHNESS

(l 8)where/ : a(V-(D:

a'd i, := lff ffi|."rff,å:ï: the data (measuring its dispersion);

,Ïil3 iÍ3 
denotes the probability rhar the maximum vetocity in any one year

T
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39. Some valuable results of this kind have been compiled by Shellardro, in

1958, from the anemometer records for selected stations in the British Isles.

From his values of the parameter, j una u for the various stations, estimates of

speed, obtained by these means are shown in Fig, 4. (This is a slightly impro,red.
version of the map given previously by Davenportla in 1960.)

40. From this map, the gradient-wind velocity with any prescribed pro-
bability of occurring can nolv be predicted. For some uses-such as flood
prediction-it has become customary to allude to this probability in terms of a
return period which defines the av befo¡e a certain value
either recurs or is again exceeded. dopted and the return
period is denoted by r, the probabi is ¡rol exceeded in any

one year tr (t -1) Hence from equation (18) the gradient-wind velocity Z6

for which r is the return period is:

r": u-:l'"-"(-'*"4)] . (re)

For large values of r(r> 10) this can be approximated by:
_lVo: U+ã.log"r (20)

The values of U and I ur" ."ud from the contours of the map.

41. The extreme mean wind velocity cioser to the ground may now be
deterrni¡ed from the power lawl

v,: v"(1\" . (21)
\¿G /

where, of coruse, the values of z6 and ø are selected from Table I according to
the roughness of the site.

42. In the next part the complementary probiem of predicting what gustiness
will occur simultaneously with this mean hourly wind veiocity ii consiãered.

(b) The spectrum of gustiness

. 43. An expression proposed by Davenportts in 1961 fo¡ the spectrum of
horizontal gustiness in high winds at height z is:

' 
^S,(n).dn 

: 4.0 K.7f

wherex :4,ooo ,,rr(hin cvcles/rt)

x
GW dx (22)

zJ : 70 m (33 ft) the standard refe¡ence height;
/t: the mean houriy wind velocity at height zl;
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K : the drag coefficient for the su¡face (referred to the mean velocity at

heigfit z¡).
The only new quantity introduced by this expression is the drag coefficient, K,

for the iurface.- Vaiues of this for the three typical grades of surface roughness

the equality:

ln. S(n)d.toe @) : ! S(n). dn

(This fact is particularly.useful in planimetric integration.)

ît. -
=l>Il*
Él

È

ts
U

ô
U
o
e

2.0

t.5.

t.0

0.5

0.0

Nora:
S,(¡)= SPecrruo a¡

ii' 
'' 

= t¡e.n ""toc'c 
l0n(31 Ír)

'x 
= Surf¡<c drat )

ro-t 7 s

INVÊRSE WAVE LENGTHI

l0'

f cYcLEs PER toor
' t0' s lo-l0'

Flc. 5.-SpecrRUM oF Ho¡¡zoNTAL GUsrrNEss

45, The following are particular features to note about the spectrun:-
(i) Almost all the energy is confined to wavelengths less than 5,000 or

10,000 ft. This implies that in a wind of about 60 m.p.h. the

fluctuations with periods less than one or two minutes are small and

contribute little to the total energy.

(ii) The spectrum is P
proportioDal to
This imPlies that
than convective
substantially true'

(iii) The inverse wavelength (i.e. wave number nlV) is used on the. assump-

tion that the spatial pattern of the turbulence remains invariant
with change in mean rvind velocity. This is true; for example, of florv
behind grids, etc.

I

+ì
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46. In the equations derived for the wind loading, the spectrum always
appe¿rs divided by the square of the mean wind velocity. In this form the
spectrum can be written:

ff a,: 40 K(?,)-'" ffi*.* . (23)

where x:4,000 ft, and zt:33 ft (10 m) as before. The square root of the

integral of this expression defines what is known as the intensity of turbulence
denoted 1,(u); that is:

r,(u):+=lïw,4t
:2'45 KrE\- e4)\ztl

This shows that the intensity of turbulence and the normalized spectrum of
turbulence are both independent of wind velocity and dependent only on the
height and the parameters of the roughness of the terrain. This helps to simplify
the problem.

Tn c-rlsrony RELATIoNsHTps

47. The results of this investigation iato the response of a simple structure to
a gusty wind have so far been, first, to derive expressions for the deflexions and
forces in terms of the mean wind velocity and the gust spectrum, and secondly, to
provide the necessary data for estimating the latter quautities. It is now shown
how this information can be used to ¿rnswer various questions of practical im-
portance such as: What maximum stresses, deflexions, and acceleratious are
ìikely to occur in the structure ? How frequently is a given value of stress likely
to be exceeded? Several mathematical expressions a¡e now giveo which assist
in answering these questions,

(a) The number of excesses per unit time
48. Rice17 (194f) h*as ¡hown that, for a stationary random series of the

norrnally distributed stoöhâstic variable x, the number, l/(xe), of times per unit
time, a given value xe is exceeded is:

N(xe): ffie-'o'/zoz(*) (25)

where ø(x) : standard deviation of x

: [j; s.@.an]t

l[i *.',øv,]to'(x) = Q6)

and Sr(z) = sPectrum ofx.

(b) The dístribution of the peak ualues occurring wìthin a giuen period
49. If a number of periods each of du¡ation ?'are chosen from tïe same

stationary random series, the proportion ofthem in which the largest values are

.' f.
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and

Iess than xs is 1-artxol(o<,rr("r)*+). Using tuce's expression for N(x6)

above, it follows that the distribution of the peak, or largest, instantaneous
vàlues 4 for all the periods is:

QØ) : l-r7u-*/2oz(x) Q7)

where QQ) = the probability that the maximum vàlue during period 2" is less
than 4.

o(x) : the standard deviation of the parent population of variable x.

o'(x)
olx)

The frequency density funciion is:

vT -¡zt2o2(x). . eB)qg¡¡ : 
-'\.e 

"

v will be termed the response factor. The mean of this distribution is found to
be:

1lzloe" vT-l-#:{ 2]¡og" vT

oG)otllxlîbfr=r. (30)

The form of the dist¡ibution and its relation to the parent population can be
seen from Fig. 6.

,S,'(r): s,çr¡lVUÆ1'

2

Í
çJ

r

r¡ x ø(x)

and the standard deviation:

(2e)

(c) The distributiott of largest auerage ualues occurring within a giuen period
50. If; instead of the peak vaiues, the largest value averaged over a finite

intervai of time, ^/I, is required the same forsruiae as above i¡ section (b) are
used, only a modified form of spectrum for determining ø(x) and o'(x) is adopted.
This is:

(3 1)

A¡puc¿,noNs
51. The expression that has been derived for the probability distribution of

the peak values (equati on (27)) is seen to be a function of the simultaneous m€an
lf a cha¡ce occurrence with a probability
fi¡d the absolute probability of a given
ombined probability of the mean values

and their associated maxima. This is not impossible to determine knowing the
properties of each distribution separately. In practice, however, the labour
i¡volved i¡ the calculations is hardly justified, and it is felt that in most cases
perfectly adequate estimates can be made using certain approximations which
enabie the complications to be avoided.
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to the true origin) can then be written:

f olx)l
. xp = *lt +r(ur)'-¡J

0l

0

c 2o fo

Diirrrburron ol
¡nst¡ñünaout
peek vrlues
(vI = 100)

l.lcrn pcrk

1q 5q

02
E
z

z
f)

O¡5tr¡but¡on ol
rmplc valucr

03

0z

-3q -2a

Sample mcan

-q

Frc, 6.-R¡utrroNsglp BETWEENTHE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF ALL SAMPLE VALUES

AND OF MÀXTMUM TNSTANTÀNEOUS (?EAK) VALUES FOR v T (i.e, RESPONSE FACTOR

AND SAMPLE DEvTATTON) : 100

where i: mean value of population and (from eqì¡ation (29) and Fie' 6) :

e!r) x 116-e",r * r#, G2)

ølÍl .

In general, C ry is not necessarily constant, and may have a slightly different

value for every value of i. However, in practical cases the variation is not

likely to be great and it will normally be adequate to choose a suitably conserva-

tive íalue cõrrespondi-ng to a value of t close to the mean value of the Í dis-

t i¡otioo. The peak values will then have a distribution exactly similar to the

mean values only the variable will be increased by the factor

31

('."9)
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53, It can be shown that in practical cases the assumptions this inÙolves are
not severe. Measu¡ements of peak gust velocities, for example, appear to follow
th¿extreme-value distribution (equation (18)) just as well as the mean velocities
themselves, and the two velocities are in more or less a constaut ratio to one
another for all retr¡¡n periods.

54. Thequantirylt*t.g) will be deûned as the gust factor since it' -\ - xl
measures the additional deflexion, force, or velocity which can be attributed to
the gustiness of the wi¡d. It is a crucial quantity in estimating wind loads. Its
determi¡ation is now illustrated for two structures having similar aerodynamic
properties but of contrastingly different flexibilities.

Comparison of r+'ind loads on an arc lamp standard and a water tower under dffirent
conditions

55. The two structures which will be considered are shown in Fig. 7. The
arcJamp is typical of those found at footbail stadia, railway marshalling yards,
etc. Constancy of illumination may be one of the requirements and the deflex-
ions which may arise in strong or even moderate winds may therefore be almost
as importaot a consideration as the rnaximum stresses. Since their construc-
tion is generally flexible, and the lamps reiatively heavy, a low uatural frequencY

20f

fr

l0 fr

l00f!

Arc lamP Water towcr

a"= 05cyclcs/sec z=50cvcles/:ec'
3 = o'lo E'= o'to'

(a) (b)

Flc. 7.-D¡r¡IrJ oF srRucruREs suBJEcrED To wrND LoADs

(0'5 c/sec) has been chosen. A water torver on tbe other hand is generally a

fai¡ly rigid type of structure and a much higher natural frequency (5'0 c/sec)

has therefore been suggested. The logarithmic decrement of 0'10 is probably
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typical of civil engiueering structures oscillating in high winds. A substantial
part of this damping is aerodynamic in origin and can be estimatedl3.

56. The aerodynamic resistance has, in each case, been assumed to act at
the.centre of the superstructure. Tbe aerodynamic magnification lX,l2 and its
variation with ihe ¡educed frequency f, has largely been inferred from--the results
shown in Fig. 2 for a flat plate. A certain amount of guess work had to be used
in adapting these results, applicable to uniform velocity fluctuations, to the case
in which the fluctuations were turbulent*. (lt-his distinction has been discussed
already in $ 33.) From Fig. 2, it is seen that for reduced frequencies less than
0'l the drag coefficient CoG) attai¡s the quasi-steady value. Since this corres-
ponds to wavelengths many times the diameter of the structure, the same result
is likeiy to be true of turbulent flow. For reduced frequencies gre€.ter than 0.1 ,
Fig. 2 iadicates that the drag coefficient slowly increases. However, in turbulent
flow this tendency is counteracted by the fact that as the size of the eddies (i.e.
thei¡ wavelengths) becomes smaller compared to the size of the object their effect
eventually must become negligible. To allow for this, the basic form of C¿(fl
shown in Fig. 2 has been modified using an averaging function similar to that in
equation (31) so that in the region f >1 it has practically no value. Virtual
mass effects have been omitted since these are likely to be small. The resulting
form of lX,l2 (assumed the same for both structures) is shown in Fig. 8e.
Although it can only be considered as teDtative (owing to lack of experimental
information) it is believed that the er¡ors involved are not likely to seriously
influence the overall estimate of the wind loading.

57. Fig. 8a represents the gust spectrum for the wind velocity input. The
resistance spectrum shown in Fig. 8c is obtained directly from the wind-velocity
spectirrm using lX"l2 as a multiplier. The a¡ea (meaiured planimetrically) ii
proportional to the required variance of the resistance.

58. The mechanical magnification which has been determined from equation
(7) is shown in Fig. 8d, for both structures. Since the f-value at which the
resonant peak occurs, is fixed by the mean velocity, some flexibility in the final
stage of the analysis is introduced. (It was noted earlier that it is probably not
worthwhile to investigate all the values of the gust factor for all possible mean
wind velocities.) Instead the mean wind velocity is chosen (lyilg within the
range of expected extreme wind speeds) which leads to the largest ampliñcation.
This can be done by inspection and normally entails lining up any peaks of the
resistance spectrum and the mechanical magniûcation. In the present case
100 ft/sec seemed a reasonable choice to make for both structures.

59. The resulting spectrum of deflexion is then given by Fig. 8e for both
structures. It is seen that the deflexion of the arc-lamp has been amplified
considerably, but negligibly so in the case ofl the water tower. The intensity of
the deflexion fluctuations are as lollows:

Arc lamp
o(Y)I(Y) =-T: 4'88 I,(u)

Vy'ater tower: I(Y) : 2'051,(u)

t This suggests the need for research into the fluctuating drag in turbulent ffow
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60. The next step is to deterrnine the response factor which requires evaluat-
mg:

s'(Ð : ll: - lx"l'.lx^l'. s(,). o, 
]+

61. These spectra are soon integrated planimetrically and the required values
are the¡ as follows:

Arc lamp
o'(Y)

Y
: 3'60 1"(o)

City

64.

Open country CitY
Arc lamp 3'99 8'23
Water tower 2'26 4'31

65. Suppose norv these structures are to be erected at a locality situated on

tn" /u:So:1=¡'ol contour shown i¡ Fjg.4, and are required to resist the
- \ 'a /
once-in-50-years wind load. With r:50 in equation (20) the required mean

hourly gradient wind for this region is:
zo : 80+ 8'0 log" 50

: 111.5 m.p.h.

watertower: ry: I'731'(u)

Accordingly the response factors are:

Arclamþ: ,:ffi=o'737
Watertower: v:0'845.

62. The values of g in the gust factor (l .t +) for a l-hour period

(T:3,600 sec) are (from equation (32)):

Arc lamp: g : l2ÇrT ++-- 4'22! 2 log" vT

Watertower: S:4'25
63. The gust intensity at the height of the structure (100 ft) is now calcuiated

from equation (24) using the parameters in Table 1 for city and open-country
conditions:

open country ; 1,(t:) : z'+s r+(i)-" = o'trt

I,(tt) : 9'351

The gust factors (t." 9) are now found to be


